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ABSTRACTIn urrent routers, implementations of the ontrol and for-warding funtions are oloated and tightly integrated bystati assoiation of ontrol and forwarding elements. Inthis paper, we present the SoftRouter arhiteture thatpermits dynami assoiation between ontrol and forward-ing elements, and separates the implementation of on-trol plane funtions from paket forwarding funtions. Inthis arhiteture, all ontrol plane funtions are imple-mented on general purpose servers alled the ontrol el-ements (CE's) that ould be multiple hops away from theforwarding elements (FEs). A network element (NE) or arouter is formed using dynami binding between the CEsand the FEs. We argue that this exibility results in sev-eral bene�ts inluding inreased reliability, inreased sal-ability, inreased seurity, ease of adding new funtionality,and dereased ost.
1. INTRODUCTIONIn urrent routers, implementations of the ontrol andforwarding funtions are intertwined deeply in many ways.The ontrol proessors implementing ontrol plane fun-tions are oloated with the line ards that implement for-warding funtions and often share the same router bak-plane. Communiation between the ontrol proessors andthe forwarding line ards is not based on any standards-based mehanism, making it impossible to interhange on-trol proessors and forwarding elements from di�erent sup-pliers. This also leads to a stati binding between forward-ing elements and line ards. A router typially has at mosttwo ontrollers (live and stand-by) running ontrol planesoftware. Eah line ard is statially bound to these twoontrollers. The two ontrollers, the line-ards to whihthey are statially bound, and the swith fabri togetheronstitute the router.In this paper, we propose a new ontrol plane arhite-ture alled the SoftRouter arhiteture that separates theimplementation of ontrol plane funtions from paket for-warding funtions. In this arhiteture, all ontrol planefuntions are implemented on general purpose servers alledthe ontrol elements (CEs) that ould be multiple hopsaway from the line ards or forwarding elements (FEs).Thus, there is no need for a stati assoiation betweenthe CEs and the FEs. Eah FE, when it boots up, dis-overs a set of CEs that an ontrol it. The FE dynami-ally binds itself to a \best" CE from the disovered set ofCEs. In this arhiteture, a olletion of FEs (along withtheir swith fabris), together with their assoiated CEs, isalled a Network Element (NE) and logially onstitutes arouter. We envisage a standardized interfae between theCEs and the FEs similar to that being standardized in theIETF ForCES working group [15℄. The SoftRouter arhi-teture and the tehnial hallenges introdued by this ar-

hiteture are desribed in more detail in Setions 2 and 3,respetively.Suh an arhiteture has several bene�ts. By implement-ing the CE's on servers, the arhiteture permits easiersaling sine the server apaity an be inreased far moreeasily than inreasing ontroller ard apaities in routers.A server-based CE also failitates use of stronger seuritymehanisms sine suh mehanisms have to be deployedat far fewer points in the network. A third aspet is theinreased reliability possible both from a server-based im-plementation and from the arhiteture that permits eahline ard to have more than two possible ontrollers. Areent paper [4℄ argues that a server-based logially en-tralized implementation of BGP results in several bene�ts.By moving all ontrol funtionality out of the forwardingelement, several other bene�ts, as desribed in Setion 4,are now possible.The proposed network evolution has similarities to theSoftSwith based transformation of the voie network ar-hiteture that is urrently taking plae. The SoftSwitharhiteture [14℄ was introdued to separate the voie trans-port path from the all ontrol software. The SoftRouterarhiteture is aimed at providing an analogous migra-tion in routed paket networks by separating the forward-ing elements from the ontrol elements. Similar to theSoftSwith, the SoftRouter arhiteture redues the om-plexity of adding new funtionality into the network. Wedisuss other related work in Setion 5 before presentingour onlusions in Setion 6.We now present an overview of the SoftRouter arhite-ture.
2. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEWThe SoftRouter arhiteture omprises of a number ofdi�erent network entities and protools between them. Wedesribe them in separate subsetions below.
2.1 Network EntitiesA SoftRouter network an be desribed in two di�erentviews, namely, the physial view and the routing view.In the physial view, a SoftRouter network is made upof nodes interonneted by links. There are two types ofnodes: the forwarding elements (FEs) and the ontrol el-ements (CEs). An FE is similar in onstrution to a tra-ditional router; it may have multiple line ards (eah inturn terminating multiple ports - physial or logial) anda bakplane (swith fabri) that shuttles data traÆ fromone line ard to another. Its key di�erene from a tradi-tional router is the absene of sophistiated ontrol logi(e.g., a routing proess like OSPF) running loally. Insteadthe ontrol logi is hosted at CEs, whih are essentiallygeneral purpose server mahines. A link onnets any twoelements (FEs/CEs). Typially, a FE has multiple in-
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a single FEFigure 1: NE Possibilitiesident links (so that data traÆ an be routed from onelink to another) and an CE is multi-homed to more thanone FE (so that it is not disonneted from the networkshould its only link fail). In a nutshell, the physial viewof a SoftRouter network is not that di�erent from that ofa traditional routed network, exept with the addition ofa few multi-homed servers (CEs).The primary funtion of a FE is to \swith" data traf-� between its links. The exat nature of the swithingfuntion an take di�erent forms. We desribe three pos-sibilities here, among others: (1) Paket forwarding: thisinludes both layer 2 (MAC-based swithing) and layer 3(longest pre�x math) forwarding. (2) Label swithing: anexample of this is MPLS forwarding. The data path for-warding funtion an inlude label swapping, pushing andpopping. (3) Optial swithing: the traÆ in this ase anbe time-swithed, wavelength-swithed, or spae-swithedamong the links. In eah of these ases, the swithingfuntion is driven by a simple loal table whih is \om-puted" and \installed" by some CE on the network. Ingeneral, a FE an do more than swithing. For exam-ple, a FE an perform seurity funtions suh as paket�ltering and intrusion detetion. The key requirement isthat these funtions should work o� a loal data struturewhose management intelligene resides in some remote CE.For example, in the paket �ltering ase, the �ltering logionsults only a loal �lter table, whose management (in-sertion and deletion of �ltering rules) is performed in someremote CE.The routing view of a network aptures the topology ofa network as seen by the routing ontrol logi. To de-sribe this view, we �rst need to de�ne the onept of anetwork element (NE). At a high level, an NE is a log-ial grouping of network ports1 and the respetive CEsthat manage those ports. A network administrator mayplae di�erent restritions on what network ports an begrouped together in the SoftRouter network, resulting ina set of allowable NEs. Spei�ally, there are two dimen-sions where restritions an be plaed (see Figure 1). Thevertial dimension restrits the seletion of FEs: SingleFE means that the network ports in a NE must be from asingle FE; Conneted FEs means the ports an be seletedfrom a set of FEs that are onneted (i.e., there existsa physial path from one FE to another); and Any FEsmeans the ports an ome from any set of FEs. The hori-zontal dimension spei�es if an NE must inlude all ports1For obvious reasons, a port annot belong to more than oneNE.
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ially or physially) signaling network onneting all theCEs and this an make the ontrol plane muh more re-silient to attaks.
2.2 ProtocolsA number of di�erent protools are needed in the opera-tion of a SoftRouter network. We desribe the three mostimportant ones here.Disovery Protool: In order for a FE to establish abinding with a CE, it must �rst know about the existeneof the CE and be able to reah it using some route. Adisovery protool �nds out what CEs are available andlays out paths to them for the FEs.FE/CE Control Protool: One a binding is estab-lished, the FEs and the CEs ommuniate using a on-trol protool. On the uplink (FE to CE) diretion, thisontrol protool provides link state information (e.g. linkup/down signal) to the CE. On the downlink diretion,the protool arries on�guration and ontrol information(e.g., enable/disable a link, forwarding information base(FIB), et.). The key issues in the design of this protoolrelate to the frequeny, bandwidth and delay requirementsfor the FE/CE ommuniation. In this paper, we assumethat the ForCES [15℄ protool would be suÆient for ourpurposes.CE/CE Protool: In a pure SoftRouter network, espe-ially one with a separate signaling network, a CE to CEprotool is neessary for the CEs to disover eah otherand determine the routes between them. In this ase,the CEs would also exhange ontrol pakets (e.g., OSPFdatabase exhange pakets) diretly between themselves.On the other hand, in a heterogeneous network, a CE toCE protool is not stritly neessary. In this ase, inter-operability with existing routers an be preserved by usingthe the FE/CE protool to tunnel any ontrol pakets re-eived (sent) from (to) any of the ports in the FE (e.g.,all OSPF protool pakets if CE is running OSPF for theFE).
3. TECHNICAL CHALLENGESIn any given NE, the FEs are strongly onneted (withthe same underlying topology), and the CE an be manyhops away from the orresponding forwarding set. Thisseparation leads to many new senarios and tehnial hal-lenges that do not normally our in existing networks.In this setion, we highlight some of these issues andpresent potential means of addressing them. We will usethe term integrated NE to denote a router in an existingnetwork, where the ontrol element and the orrespondingforwarding elements are part of a single physial devie.
3.1 BootstrappingIn an integrated NE, the on�guration pertaining to thatNE is obtained upon bootup, sine the ontrol ard on thebox is in diret ontat with the forwarding engine througha bus/interonnet. As soon as the router (NE) omes up,the forwarding engine knows how to obtain the on�gura-tion information immediately from the ontrol proessor.In the SoftRouter model, upon bootup, the forwardingengine has to obtain its on�guration information, whihinludes the IP addresses of its interfaes, from a remote

ontrol element that resides on a server. This poses a po-tential paradox: in order to disover a CE and send pak-ets to it, the FE requires routing information; however,the routing information is supposed to ome from the CE.This paradox an be resolved using a disovery protoolthat lets FEs and CEs disover eah other and maintainsa routable path between these entities.If all the FEs in the SoftRouter network support ethernetservies, a spanning tree protool an route the pakets ofthe disovery protool. If the FEs are heterogeneous (seeSetion 2.1) and do not support spanning tree, a hop-by-hop or soure-routed routing layer over IP would suÆe.CEs and FEs would then advertise their existene overthis routing layer. FEs an then dynamially bind to the\best" CE using either bindings pre-on�gured by the net-work administrator or obtained using distributed luster-ing algorithms. In the latter ase, it may be possible todevise zero-on�guration self-managing networks.Note that the routing provided by the disovery proto-ol, onneting the FEs and the CEs, would be used onlyfor routing ontrol messages between the CE and the FEand thus, optimal routing is not essential in this ase. Onthe other hand, the routing of data traÆ would be op-timal, governed by forwarding tables on the FEs that areomputed and installed by the CEs.Further, the disovery protool an be enhaned by addi-tional features suh as CE load balaning and failover (dis-ussed later), onstrained lustering algorithms that in-rease CE-FE binding resilieny et., inreasing the avail-ability of the network.
3.2 Routing and ForwardingSine the FEs are assumed to be simple with minimalontrol on-board, the CE is responsible for maintainingthe knowledge of the links' status between FEs within thesame NE. In addition, the CE must also be able to inte-grate topology hanges within the NE with external (inter-NE) route hanges, and update the FIBs of individual FEsaordingly. This an be done by using a protool similarto ForCES [15℄.Due to the di�erene between the physial view and therouting view of the network as a result of this arhiteture,IP TTL and IP options behavior might deviate from tradi-tional router design, whih assumes geographial losenessof ontrol and forwarding plane. In the SoftRouter arhi-teture, the FEs of a given NE might be distributed over alarge geographial area, whih makes it expedient to dere-ment TTL and proess IP options on a per FE (rather thana per NE) basis. For an NE with o-loated FEs, one ansimilarly realize this behavior or imitate traditional routerbehavior.The FE must also be able to support a minimal set ofslow path funtions suh as support for ICMP. Further,many of the IP options suh as Timestamp, Strit/LooseSoure Route, et. an also be handled by the FE. OtherIP options suh as Router Alert [11℄ will be tunneled tothe CE for proessing.
3.3 Protocol OptimizationIn standard internet routing protools, there are vari-ous messages that ful�l di�erent funtions. For example,OSPF has hello pakets to probe link status and variousLSAmessages to advertise link status to the rest of the net-



work. In a SoftRouter arhiteture, these messages haveto be di�erentiated aording to their purpose. A FE anhoose to either forward all reeived routing protool pak-ets to its CE, or it ould handle a subset of the protoolpakets by itself without forwarding it to the CE, therebyreduing response time and ontrol traÆ in the network.Let us onsider the OSPF routing protool as an exam-ple. One of the main purposes of the HELLO message isto hek that links are operational. We ould move thisfuntionality to the FEs whih would then notify their re-spetive CEs only when there is a hange in the statusof the links2. On the other hand, LSA messages serve toadvertise onnetivity information to the rest of the net-work, and hene these will originate from the CE, and willbe exhanged between CEs.Within the SoftRouter arhiteture, routing protoolsan be optimized in terms of message overhead. In a tra-ditional router network running OSPF, for example, LSAmessages from eah FE are ooded over the entire net-work. In a SoftRouter network, LSAs are ooded onlyover the network of CEs. Given the potential di�erene inthe magnitude of CEs and FEs, this redues the numberof OSPF messages sent over the network. We are inves-tigating further optimizations enabled by the SoftRouterarhiteture.
3.4 Failures and Load BalancingBy separating the ontrol elements, we provide morehoies for CEs to ontrol a given FE. This hoie omesat the risk of vulnerability to loss of CE onnetivity dueto both intermediate link and node failures, in addition tofailure of the CE itself. This failure event is ompoundedby the fat that, in a SoftRouter network, a single CE maybe responsible for managing a large number of FEs, thatare now unmanaged.However, note that, CE onnetivity does not result ina ritial failure immediately, sine the FEs an ontinueto forward pakets using its existing FIB. The disoveryprotool will disover an alternate route to the CE whenintermediate links and/or nodes fail, thereby reoveringfrom the loss of ontrol.We address CE node failures by using a standard serveronept, that of bakup CEs. Eah FE will have a pri-mary CE, and a seondary CE set. When the disoveryprotool or the ontrol protool signals a loss of assoia-tion with the primary CE, the FE an hoose a andidatefrom the seondary CE set to beome its primary CE. There-assoiation is done using the disovery protool.Apart from CE failures, a CE an voluntarily relinquishontrol of a FE for load balaning purposes. In that se-nario, the CE an ask the FE to �nd another CE to manageit, or the CE an guide the FE to a new CE. In the former,the new CE will have to restart the routing instane forthe FE, while in the latter, the old CE an transfer theFE's state to the new CE, resulting in a hot fail-over. Theability to load balane and reover quikly from ontrolfailures is a salient feature of this arhiteture.
4. BENEFITSThere are �ve signi�ant bene�ts to the proposed arhi-teture:2We might still retain other funtionalities of the HELLO mes-sage suh as designated router eletion on the CE.

1) Inreased reliability: The redued software in a for-warding element makes that element more robust. As re-gards the ontrol element, protool spei� and indepen-dent mehanisms an be inorporated to enhane reliabil-ity;2) Inreased salability: ontrol elements an be imple-mented on general-purpose servers, and thus an be easilysaled up using well-established server saling tehniques;3) Inreased ontrol plane seurity: fewer manage-ment points makes it easier to manage and provide a strongdefense around the ontrol elements, thus making the over-all network more seure;4) Ease of adding new funtionality: adding newfuntionality is easier on a separate ontrol server, exeut-ing on general purpose proessors and operating systems;5) Lower osts: SoftRouter deouples the innovationurve of the ontrol and forwarding elements, allowingeonomies of sale to redue ost.We now disuss eah of these bene�ts in more detail.
4.1 ReliabilityThe separation of ontrol and forwarding elements in theSoftRouter arhiteture provides several reliability bene-�ts. First, the redued software in a forwarding elementimplies that it is easier to make that element robust. Onthe ontrol plane server side, sophistiated reliability en-haning mehanisms suh as automati fail-over and theuse of hot or old standby's, as disussed in Setion 3,an be inorporated. Further, a server an have muhhigher redundany apabilities suh as 1:N failover apa-bility rather than a very limited 1:1 ontrol blade failoverapability of today's routers. Finally, the ability to hostdi�erent protools on di�erent CEs imply that the failureof one CE does not render the orresponding FE useless(e.g. the failure of the CE hosting BGP would still allowthe FE to proess OSPF protool messages). Apart fromthese generi bene�ts that result in higher availability, wedetail protool-spei� optimizations with respet to two-key protools, BGP and OSPF, below.
4.1.1 Increased BGP reliabilityFigure 3(a) shows a typial deployment of BGP withRoute Reetors [2℄ in a large Autonomous System (AS)today. This deployment has two main drawbaks. Speif-ially, under ertain onditions, the network an go intopersistent route osillation where a subset of routers mayexhange routing information without ever reahing a sta-ble routing state [1℄. Another issue with the Route Ree-tor arhiteture is IBGP reliability. While the failure ofone IBGP session will a�et only two routers in the aseof a full mesh IBGP arhiteture, the same failure of asession between two Route Reetors ould partition thenetwork, resulting in signi�antly lower reliability.In the ase of BGP deployment in the SoftRouter arhi-teture (Figure 3(b)), the number of ontrol elements thatrun BGP will typially be at least an order of magnitudesmaller than the number of routers. Thus, a full IBGPmesh an easily be maintained among the ontrol elements.The ontrol elements would then download the appropri-ate forwarding tables to all the forwarding elements usingthe ForCES protool [15℄. Thus, the persistent route os-illation problem is trivially solved in the SoftRouter ar-hiteture (sine there are no Route Reetors), thereby
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Figure 3: BGP deploymentinreasing the availability of the network.Further, in the SoftRouter arhiteture, the IBGP meshis between servers that an employ a higher degree of re-dundany suh as 1:N (N > 1) as ompared to 1:1 re-dundany on the ontrol proessors of the routers. Thus,BGP reliability in the SoftRouter arhiteture an be sig-ni�antly improved over the urrent BGP deployments3.Note that the implementation of BGP in the SoftRouterarhiteture is logially similar to the router ontrol plat-form (RCP) [4℄ proposal. The key di�erenes are thata) unlike RCP, the IGP protool is also exeuting in theserver, b) we use the ForCES protool to ommuniatewith the forwarding elements rather than using IGP andIBGP as is the ase in RCP (drastially simplifying thesoftware on the forwarding element), and ) we use anIBGP mesh between the ontrol element servers inside asingle AS.
4.1.2 Faster OSPF convergenceOSPF onvergene in the presene of failures is known totake tens of seonds in large networks today [6℄. This delayan have a signi�ant impat on the availability of the net-work, espeially for ritial servies suh as voie-over-IP.Compared to the 5 9's availability of the telephone network(translates to 5:25 minutes of downtime a year), today'sdata network an ill a�ord even a few link failures beforeits availability falls below the 99.999% availability target.The SoftRouter arhiteture allows for faster OSPF on-vergene through several omplementary tehniques:(a) Order of magnitude fewer ontrol elements for thesame number of forwarding elements, resulting in a smallerOSPF ontrol network and faster onvergene(b) Faster proessors (see setion 4.2) result in faster om-putations (shortest-path alulations)In the extreme ase, there an be a single CE (with ap-propriate bakup CEs) in the SoftRouter network, exeut-ing the all-pairs shortest path algorithm and omputing theforwarding tables of all the FEs in the network in a entral-ized manner. Thus, OSPF onvergene time an be mini-mized to about 50ms or less, resulting in a highly availabledata network.
4.2 ScalabilitySome of the fundamental limitations in saling routingprotools in existing arhitetures are ontrol proessor a-3This assumes that the CEs are multi-homed and that thereare multiple CEs in the network for fail-over.

paity and on-board memory. The deoupling provided bythe SoftRouter arhiteture makes it easier to upgrade on-trol hardware whih is based on general-purpose servers;ontrast this to the diÆulty in obtaining an upgraded on-trol proessor ard from a router manufaturer who needsto aommodate upgrades with other onstraints suh aspower availability, slot availability, et.We now highlight this advantage through a spei� ex-ample of requirements of a highly salable Mobile IP homeagent [9℄. One ommon approah today for deployinghighly salable home agents is to use routers that supportseveral hundred thousand home agents. However, signal-ing salability is limited due to limitations of the ontrolproessor to about hundred bindings/se (or less than twoupdates per hour per user). This is a signi�ant limita-tion as updates generated through both mobility as well asthe periodi refresh mehanism an easily exeed two perhour per user. Another approah used today is to imple-ment Mobile IP on a luster of general purpose proessors.Signaling salability will not be an issue here. However,saling the number of home agents beomes diÆult sineIPSe proessing (for eah agent) is CPU intensive andwill not sale eÆiently to several hundred thousand homeagents without speialized hardware.SoftRouter arhiteture admits a omplementary ombi-nation of both of these approahes, allowing server-basedsignaling salability while retaining hardware-based trans-port salability. Thus, transport will still handled by FEswith hardware support for IPse using regular router bladeswhile signaling apaity an be easily saled up using mul-tiple server blades.
4.3 SecurityThe SoftRouter arhiteture enables the adoption of amulti-fene approah to seurity with eah fene adding alayer of seurity. These inlude:(a) O�-the-shelf versus speial-purpose operating system:speialized operating systems are not as widely-tested forseurity holes;(b) Multi-blade server platform versus one or two ontrolblades in the router: overload due to maliious traÆ anbe distributed over a large number of proessors and so-phistiated ompute-intensive intrusive detetion meha-nisms an be deployed;() Fewer ontrol elements: managing fewer elements iseasier (e.g. hanging seurity keys frequently) and it maybe possible to plae these few elements in a more seureenvironment (physially or logially �rewalled) omparedto the numerous forwarding elements;(d) Separate signaling network: using a physially or logi-ally separate signaling network for the Internet an limitattaks on ontrol plane protools.
4.4 New FunctionalityThe separation of ontrol and forwarding elements andthe use of general purpose servers to host the ontrol pro-esses enable easier introdution of new network-based fun-tionalities suh as traÆ engineering, network-based vir-tual private network (VPN) support, ative network ser-vies [13℄ et. Sine eah FE an have multiple CE bind-ings in the SoftRouter network (see Setion 2.1), eah ofthese servies an be hosted on separate CEs, thereby iso-lating the e�ets of new appliations on ritial funtions



suh as routing. We now illustrate the bene�ts of the Soft-Router arhiteture using VPNs as an example.There has been signi�ant reent ativity in de�ningnetwork-based VPN servies using BGP/MPLS [10℄. Inthis appliation, a VPN server dynamially reates MPLSor IPSEC tunnels among the provider edge routers. Whilethe VPN server would exeute on the router ontrol boardin today's arhiteture, migrating the VPN server fun-tionality into a ontrol element in the SoftRouter arhi-teture has several bene�ts: 1) VPN server upgrades annow be independently performed without impating basinetwork operations suh as forwarding; 2) Network-widefailover of VPN ontrol servers an be performed withoutimpating existing or new VPN sessions; 3) Con�guringBGP poliies for the provider edge routers onneted tothe VPN ustomer sites an be done in a entral loationat the VPN server rather than at multiple routers (e.g.edge routers and route reetors involved in the VPN);4) MPLS tunnels an be engineered in a entralized man-ner to meet ustomer requirements; 5) Salability for sup-port of large number of VPNs an be easily handled usinggeneri server saling tehniques.
4.5 CostIn the SoftRouter model, the forwarding element is most-ly hardware-based and requires little management. Thisallows eonomies of sale to help redue the ost of eahforwarding element. The individual router ontrol ele-ment is onsolidated into a few dediated ontrol planeservers. These ontrol elements will run on generi om-puting servers rather than in speialized ontrol proes-sor ards in routers as is the ase today. This allows\omplete sharing" of ontrol proessor resoures result-ing in better eÆieny than the \omplete partitioning"approah adopted today. Further, sine the ontrol planeservers are just another appliation for generi omputingservers, the SoftRouter arhiteture an leverage the CPUprie-performane urve of these server platforms. Finally,the redued number of ontrol plane elements means fewerboxes to manage, thus reduing operating expenses.
5. RELATED WORKThe Open Signaling approah [8℄ advoated the separa-tion of ontrol plane from the forwarding plane in ATMnetworks for inreased network programmability. Thisseparation enabled the Tempest framework [12℄ to reatearhitetures where multiple ontrol planes ould simulta-neously ontrol a single network of ATM swithes.The Internet Engineering Task Fore (IETF) is workingon standardizing a protool between the ontrol elementand the forwarding element in the ForCES [15℄ workinggroup. However, unlike the SoftRouter arhiteture, thefous is on a arhiteture where the ontrol element is di-retly onneted to the forwarding element.The ase for separating some of the routing protools(spei�ally, BGP) multiple hops away from the routershave been made by several researhers [4, 5℄. While itis possible to migrate a few seleted protools out of theforwarding element, suh an approah does not deliver thefull bene�ts of the SoftRouter arhiteture.One of the key bene�ts of the SoftRouter arhiteture isthat it makes it easier to add new funtionality into thenetwork. Researhers have proposed other tehniques suh

as Ative Routers [13℄ or open programmable routers [7℄to inrease exibility in deploying new protools in theInternet. By separating the forwarding and ontrol ele-ments and hosting the ontrol protools on general pur-pose servers, a lot more resoures are available for addingnew software servies in the SoftRouter arhiteture.Finally, as the tussle between the servie providers andthe end users ours in the deployment of various funtionsin the Internet [3℄, an arhiteture like the SoftRouter maybe neessary for allowing exible and resoure-intensivesolutions to be deployable.
6. CONCLUSIONSIn this paper we presented the SoftRouter arhiteturethat permits establishing dynami assoiation between on-trol and forwarding elements, allows exible de�nition ofnetwork elements, and separates the implementation ofontrol plane funtions from paket forwarding funtions.The forwarding elements were simple hardware devieswith little intelligene and were ontrolled by ontrol ele-ments that might be multiple hops away. We then high-lighted both the exibility aommodated by the parti-tioned view as well as tehnial hallenges unique to thisarhiteture. Further, we argued that the SoftRouter ar-hiteture provides signi�ant bene�ts inluding inreasedreliability, inreased salability, inreased seurity, ease ofadding new funtionality and dereased ost. As data net-works beome integral to everyday life and as voie-over-IPservies beome inreasingly deployed on data networks,these issues will beome ritial neessities. The Soft-Router arhiteture is well plaed to meet these ritialrequirements.
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